2G/3G/4G/NB-IoT communication

AIRGATE IoT
Connectivity
AIRGATE is a one-stop-shop strategic system integrator offering a broad portfolio of standard and
customized industrial IoT services. AIRGATE makes
it easy and secure to develop and deploy IoT solutions end-2-end in a scalable way, helping industrial
companies all the way from identifying the IoT potential to implementation of the IoT solution. AIRGATE provide IoT solutions that, ensure predictable
maintenance of industrial assets, reduce downtime
in production, optimize processes and workflows
as well as support development of new revenues
streams.
One of the key IoT elements is the connectivity element, and the ability to connect the assets to the
Internet. AIRGATE is a virtual network IoT connectivity operator in the field of 2G/3G/4G/NB-IoT
telecommunication. AIRGATE provides a scalable
and global wireless connectivity solution together
with Vodafone or Tele2. The connectivity offering
is very flexible and comes with a lot of advanced
services specific tailored for global industrial IoT requirements and needs.

UNIQUE BENEFITS WITH AIRGATE
IOT CONNECTIVITY SOLUTION
What we are proud of

Benefits
& Features

1. One-stop-shop SIM solution

With myAIRGATE IoT connectivity management
solution it’s easy to connect, manage and monitor
the IoT deployments. The clouded solution offers
full overview of the industrial assets with real-time
communication states, positioning, usage, alarms
and diagnostics. The platform can be customized
and branded to suit any specific business needs
globally. In addition, myAIRGATE allows to communicate with any business system through an integrated API

5. Very high security end-2-end

(SIM card/SIM platform/gateway)

2. Revenue Share Model
3. Setup for resale to distributors
and end-customers
4. Possibility of customer branding
of platform and SIM cards

6. CE approved gateway partner
globally - Industry 4.0 cert.
7. Same competitive prices in
+75 countries
8. Simple and scalable rollouts
9. Integration with customer HW/SW

STATE OF THE ART AIRGATE IOT
CONNECTIVITY FEATURES
1. Self-activating SIM card with
100 Kb free test usage
2. Global SIM card from
Vodafone/Tele2
3. Consumption control and
IMEI lock with e-mail alarms
4. Flexible pricing models - only
two price plans
5. Positioning of SIM card on
world map
6. Overview of SIM cards/gateways
installation
7. Basic SIM card diagnostics for
troubleshooting

Please do not hesitate to contact Søren Lund,
CEO at AIRGATE, by e-mail sl@airgate.dk or by
mobile +45 6191 7111 for in deepen information.

8. Billing reports with excel billing
extract

